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ABSTRACT
To prevent hole collapse during lunar drilling operations, a casing
has been devised of a graphite reinforced polyimide composite which
will be able to withstand the lunar environment. Additionally, this
casing will be inserted into the ground in segments two meters long
which will penetrate the regolith simultaneously with the auger. The
vertical action of the mobile platform will provide a downward force to
the casing string through a special adaptor, giving the casing the
needed impetus to sink the anticipated depth of ten meters. Casing
segments will be connected with a simple snap arrangement. Excess
casing will be cut off by a cylindrical cutting tool which will also
transport the excess casing away from the hole.
A footplate will be incorporated to grasp the auger rod string
during rod segment additions or removals. The footplate grasping
mechanism will consist of a set of vice-like arms, one end of each
bearing threaded to a common power screw. The power screw will be
threaded such that one end's thread pitch opposes that of the other end.
The weight of the auger and rod string will be transmitted through the
arms to the power screw and absorbed by a set of three ball bearing
assemblies. The power screw will be driven by a one-half horsepower
brushless motor actuated by radio control. The footplate will rest on
four short legs and be anchored with pins that are an integral part of
each leg.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Future lunar operations will require a mobile drilling system for
mining, geological research, and construction. Previous work at the
Georgia Institute of Technology has resulted in a mobile platform design
on which to mount various drilling apparatus. A typical drilling
operation will require a casing in the hole to prevent hole collapse due
to the loose nature of the lunar regolith. The drill will require rod
extensions to reach desired depths of greater than two meters.
Therefore, a means of supporting the drive bit will be needed.
The goal of this design group is to design a casing which will act in
conjunction with the auger-bit assembly such that the hole may be dug
and cased simultaneously. The casing must reach a depth of ten meters
and allow for hole sizes of fifty and one hundred millimeters.
Complementing the design of the casing method will be a design of
a footplate for the drilling apparatus. The objective of the footplate will
be to stabilize and support the drilling string once each two meter
section has been installed or removed.
Certain constraints must be accounted for in dealing with the
environment of the lunar surface. Large temperature gradients,
reduced gravitational effect, cost effectiveness of materials, and earth to
moon transportation expenses are primary concerns.
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DESCRIPTION
SYSTEM OPERATION
The system consists of two major components, the footplate and
the casing. These two components work in close harmony to perform
the objective.
Initial Casing
Once a drilling site has been chosen, the mobile platform will place
and level the footplate in a manner to be determined. The gripper arms
of the footplate will open wide enough so that the casing can be placed
on the regolith by the rod changer. The rod changer will loosen its grip
on the casing. The mobile platform will begin to move vertically
pushing the casing into the regolith. Once the casing has penetrated the
regolith 0.5 m, the gripper arms will close preventing the casing from
falling over. The rod changer will then place the auger inside the first
casing segment allowing it to rest on the regolith inside the casing. At
this point the auger will rely on the casing to localize it. The chuck for
the drive mechanism must locate the end of the auger that is protruding
from the casing. Once the chuck has closed on the end of the auger, and
footplate arms have retracted, the augering begins.
The mobile platform will lower while augering allowing the casing
adaptor to contact the casing segment. Once the casing and adaptor
have met, the mobile platform will push the rotating auger and the
casing simultaneously into the regolith. The auger will be rotating at an
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optimal speed where the regolith will be suspended and moved up the
auger flights, and the auger and rod string will not be violently slapping
the inside of the casing. Once the mobile platform has pushed the
casing below the arms of the footplate the augering will stop.
Removing the Auger
The mobile platform and the footplate will work in conjunction to
remove regolith trapped in the casing flights from the hole. After the
augering has stopped, the mobile platform will rise up exposing the
entire rod to which the drive mechanism is attached as well as enough
of the next rod to which the drive mechanism can attach. The gripper
arms of the footplate will close grasping the rod string. The chuck of
the drive mechanism will disengage from the exposed rod. The rod
changer will remove the exposed rod from the rod string. The mobile
platform will lower itself so that the chuck can attach on to the rest of
the rod string. The gripper arms are retracted beyond the outer
diameter of the casing. This procedure is repeated until the chuck
attaches to the auger.
Clearing _he Auger
The mobile platform must clear the auger of the regolith and
restart the the augering process. To do this, the drive mechanism will
spin the auger as it pulls the auger out of the hole, relying on
centrifugal force to throw off most of the regolith. All but a thin film of
regolith will be removed by a rapid up and down motion of the mobile
platform. After the auger has been cleared, the mobile platform lowers
the auger into the hole. The arms of the footplate close to grip the
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auger as the chuck disengages from the auger. The mobile platform
moves up to allow for the rodchanger to attach a rod to the auger. The
chuck reattaches to the rod. After the gripper arms retract releasing
the rod string, the mobile platform lowers the auger and rod string. The
footplate arms grip the rod string, and the attachment of another rod to
the rod string is repeated until the number of rods in the string is one
less than the number of casings.
Adding New Casing
Once the rods that have been previously removed are reattached,
a new casing segment can be added. The chuck will release the rod
string leaving the footplate to hold up the string. After the mobile
platform rises out of the way, the rod changer will add another rod to
the string. After this is added to the string, the rod changer with the
help of the mobile platform will slide the new casing segment over the
last rod. The casing will be released by the rod changer allowing the
casing to rest in the casing guides and against the last rod. The drive
chuck will then attach to the rod string. The Footplate arms will open
slowly allowing the casing to slide down the casing guides aligning the
new casing segment with the existing casing string. Once the casing
guides have aligned the new casing with the existing casing, the mobile
platform will squat forcing the casing segments to snap together. After
the casing segments have joined, the mobile platform can begin rotating
the auger and pushing the casing down until the auger is filled. Once
the Auger is filled, the above procedure for clearing the auger is
repeated.
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Impeding Material
The casing and augering procedures will continue until one of
several situations occur. If in the augering process the auger
encounters material that causes it to bind or stop, the auger is to be
removed and replaced by a rock bit. The rock bit will have a cutting
range larger than the outside diameter of the casing. As with the auger,
the rotating rock bit and casing will be pushed down at the same rate
by the mobile platform. Once the rock bit has passed through this
material, it will be replaced by the auger, or the drilling will stop.
Cutting the Casing
If the auger and casing have reached bed rock or a desired depth,
any casing that is remaining outside of the hole must be removed. This
task is accomplished by the casing cutter. Once the drilling has stopped
at a particular site, the rod string and auger or rock bit will be
disconnected from the drive. Then rod changer with the help of the
mobile platform will slip the casing cutter over the remaining casing.
Once the drive chuck has attached to the casing cutter and the cutting
blades have been extended, the cutting can begin. The casing is cut by
rotating the casing cutter with the blades extended. Once the casing has
been cut, the mobile platform will rise up leaving the blades extended
removing the excess casing. This excess casing can be removed from
the cutter by retracting the blades of the casing cutter. The excess
casing will then drop from the cutter, and the cutter will be returned to
storage.
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CASING
First Casing Segment
Similar to the other segments, the majority of the first segment is
fabricated with graphite reinforced polyimide. The smaller casing, 50
mm in inner diameter, 0.4 mm thick, and 1.5 m long, will be
strengthened at the tip by a 3 mm angled tip of titanium carbide.
will be joined by a 0.55 long half-lap with a polyimide adhesive.
the 100 mm inner diameter, 0.75 mm thick, and 1.5 m long casing
segment, the half-lap bonding length will require 0.6 mm of polyimide
adhesive.
They
As for
Casing Segments 2-5
The 50 mm ID casing will be 2.0135 m long. The casing will have
a wall thickness of 0.4 mm for all sections except joining sections at
either end. The casing will be fabricated of a graphite reinforced
polyimide composite. The joining method of the casing consists of
twelve tabs spaced equally around the circumference of the casing that
will flex enough to allow the following section to slide down and be
joined as seen in Figure 1.
The 100 mm ID casing will be 2.0246 m long. The casing will
have a wall thickness of 0.4 mm for all sections
Interface_
A casing needs to interface with three other components: the
mobile platform, the footplate, and another casing segment. The mobile
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platform provides a downward force through the casing adaptor. The
casing adaptor is fabricated from graphite reinforced polyimide. A
conceptual design is illustrated in Figure 2. The drive mechanism
operates through the adaptor as shown in the figure. The mobile
platform will provide a maximum downward force of 1.33 kN for
0.4mm thick casing and 2.43 kN for the 0.75mm thick casing through a
bearing area of 57.1mm 2 and l13.6mm 2, respectively.
When joining the casing, the female end of a new casing will be
directed by the footplate's conical casing guide to the male end of the
casing, buried in the ground. Figure 3 illustrates the joining ends and
their dimensions.
Casing Cutter
The casing cutter consists of a shell and a blade assembly. The
shell has a 2 cm clearance over the outside diameter of the casings, a 1
mm thickness and a 2 m length. One end of the shell is tapered to form
a rod which has a diameter of 25 mm.
base support for the blade assembly.
following components, see Figure 4.
The other end will provide a
The blade assembly will have the
Two titanium carbide cutting blades inserted in a high strength
steel alloy support.
Two flat springs to which the alloy supports and the blades are
mounted and which will provide a feedrate of 5.08 lxm per
revolution. The unloaded displacement of the spring will be 3
cm from the inner wall of the shell.
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* Two radio controlled solenoids powerful enough to retract the
blades so that the casing cutter can be slid over the excess
casing.
* One battery to provide power to the selenoids.
* Two rollers.
The drive mechanism is assumed to provide a angular speed of
500 RPM. With this, the cutting time expected for the 0.4 mm thick
casing is 9.45 seconds and for the 0.75 mm thick casing is 17.72
seconds.
FOOTPLATE
The footplate provides a stable platform by which the rod string
may be supported during rod segment addition or removal. The rod
string is held in place when disengaged from the main drive unit by a
set of gripping arms driven by a single, opposed pitch powerscrew (See
Figure 5. The ends of the gripping arms are gnarled for better gripping
action. Guides above gripping surfaces direct the casing during casing
segment assembly. Footplate stability is enhanced by a stinger attached
to each of the four feet. These stingers act as stakes, limiting footplate
lateral and vertical motion.
Footplate operation is designed to function remotely. The
powerscrew is driven by a battery powered motor actuated remotely
via radio control. It will work in conjunction with the walking mobile
platform and other associated drilling equipment.
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Base Assembly
The base assembly is provided to support and protect the gripper
arms, gripper drive unit, power supply and rod string when engaged
with gripper arms. The area of ground covered by the footplate is
approximately 360 mm 2. As shown in Figure 4, the footplate has a U-
shape which lends adequate support and reduces the bulk of the
assembly. The support frame will be comprised of 3.18 mm thick
Aluminum-Silicon-Magnesium cast alloy channels. A 3.18 mm
thickness will provide a shear stress at 400 C of 1.23 MPa, assuming the
maximum rod string weight (445 N) is supported by a single channel.
The material shear strength is calculated to be 16 MPa, resulting in a
safety factor of 13. This provides an adequate ruggedness to protect
against unexpected events such as falling debris from the auger.
Housing
The housing of the footplate will be an Aluminum-Silicon-
Magnesium cast alloy. Individual 3.18 mm thick plates will be attached
to the skeletal structure of the plate using flat head machine bolts of the
same material. See Figure 6. The top plate will be attached in a similar
manner but replacing the flat head bolts with a machine cap bolt for
ease of removal with a ratchet when general maintenance or repairs are
required.
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Bellows
The gripper arms will penetrate the footplate housing through a
bellows assembly which will allow for radial and lateral movement of
the arms while providing foreign matter exclusion protection to the
components within the housing. The bellows will consist of 5
convolutions of 32 mm inside diameter and 38 mm outside diameter
resulting in a span of 3 mm. The bellows free length will be 35 mm,
adapted on one end to taper a length of 10 mm to the arm body. The
bellows will be attached to the gripper arms and housing by flat head
machine bolts. The bellows material will be of a high nickel alloy such
as Mech metal with properties maintained in temperature ranges of
-350 C to 250 C. See Figure 7 for the bellows arrangement.
Legs/Stabilizers
The base assembly will be supported by four legs, 100 mm tall.
This elevation will allow the gripper arms to clear the pile-up of soil
which will form by auger expulsion. Each leg will be stabilized by a
footpad of 2500 mm 2. To prevent footplate sliding and retard vertical
motion, each footpad bottom will be fitted with 100 mm long stabilizing
stingers. The entire length of the stinger will be cast from Aluminum-
Silicon-Magnesium alloy like the rest of the base assembly. This alloy
provides good mechanical strength, light weight, and good casting
characteristics.
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Powerscrew
The mechanics of the footplate operate around the powerscrew.
Emphasis was therefore placed on the material selection for this
component. 44M2 high carbon high chromium steel was selected as a
sufficient material in regards to environmental considerations and
practicality. The powerscrew will have 5 threads per mm, and a helix
angle of 7.25 degrees. A outer diameter (d) of 15 mm, major diameter
(dm) of 12.5 mm, and a radial diameter (dr) of 10 mm will govern the
size of the powerscrew. The power screw rests on 3 anti-friction ball
bearings placed one at each end and one in the center.
Gripper Arm8
The arms of the footplate will be manufactured from 44M2 high
carbon, high chromium steel. The thermal expansion coefficient of this
material is average relative to other materials. Allowing the
powerscrew, roller nut, and arms all to be cast from the same material
decreases the chance of any binding or play occurring due to high and
low temperatures seen on the lunar surface.
The arms will be 200 mm in length, have a cross sectional area of
435 mm 2 and connect to the powerscrew via a roller ball nut. The arms
are allowed to pivot in one plane about this nut. This allows all
movement to continue along the center line of the arm and guards
against binding at the nut/screw interface.
The gripper arms pivot on points 30 mm from the front of the
footplate housing, 100 mm apart from one another. The pivot pins are
10 mm in diameter constructed of the same material as the arms. They
are mounted in slots measuring 10 mm by 13 mm to allow for small
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forward motion of the arms as they move from a closed configuration to
an open configuration. Thrust washers are between the gripper arms
and both the top and bottom mounting braces of the footplate housing.
To grip the rod, a partial semicircular plate will also be cast with
the arms. The radius of this plate depends upon the size of the drill rod.
To aid in the gripping of the rods, the inside of the plate will be gnarled.
This is to take advantage of the high coefficient of friction resulting
from metal to metal contact in a vacuum. A nominal height of 25 mm
was chosen for the plates.
Casing Guides
Joined to the gripping end of the footplate arms will be two
connical plates. These plates will be cast as an integral part of the
gripping plates. The connical geometry allows the casing to slide down
the plate as the arms are being retarcted. This methods brings the
casing joining segments together in a more gentile manner reducing the
potential of brealing the joining tabs.
Ball Bearings
Three Series 02 anti-friction ball bearings will support the
powerscrew and aid in its rotational motion. These bearings will be
located one at each end of the powerscrew and one in the middle. The
bore of the bearing is 15 mm which corresponds with the outer
diameter of the powerscrew.
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Ball Bearing Screw/Nut Assembly
The Lunar Drill Footplate Device will have a linear actuator to provide
the necessary force for the clamp mechanism. The actuator will be a
power transmission screw utilizing a ball bearing nut assembly, see
Figure 8. The balls circulate in hardened helical races and roll relative
to the screw and nut and the forces are transmitted only through the
balls themselves because there is no direct contact between the screw
and the nut. The actuator will have both left-handed and right-handed
threads connected together to provide the clamping action as the screw
is rotated and also the nuts are self-locking. Bearing for the shaft will be
provided at the center point and at both ends. The end bearings will
also be bear axial thrust load. The bearings, screw, balls, and nuts will
all be constructed of a high carbon, high chromium 44M2 steel alloy. At
a shaft speed of 200 rpm, the clamp will go from an open configuration
to a closed configuration in 1.5 seconds. Life expectancy of these
actuators at the relatively low loads placed upon them will be in the
neighborhood of 254,000 meters of travel.
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ANALYSIS
CASING
Frictional Force
First, the casing was designed to avoid buckling under the worst
case. The worst case occurred when the fifth casing segment was about
to enter the regolith, because once the casing has entered the lunar
surface the lateral support of the soil will keep the casing from buckling
under greater loads. The maximum force on the casing was calculated
using a surface friction force equation [1] found in the NASA Apollo 15
Preliminary Science Report with three assumptions. The first
assumption was that the regolith interacted with all materials
considered in the same manner. This prevented constant iteration to
find out if the original tan(D) value was correct. The second
assumption was that the suspended soil between the flights of the auger
created a lateral soil pressure equivalent to that of the soil on the
exterior of the casing. The third assuption is that the wall thicknesses
for the 100 mm ID and 50 mm ID casings are 5 mm and 2.5 mm,
respectively. With these three assumptions, the frictional force acting on
the casings was calculated as 4.86 kN and 2.43 kN for the 100 mm ID
and the 50 mm ID, respectively which can be seen in Appendix A. From
this result another assumption follows. The mobile platform must be
able to exert a vertical force in the downward direction of at least 5 kN.
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Material Selection
Several criteria go into the material selection process of the casing.
First and foremost is the weight. This restriction dictates what material
is chosen in the end, since the cost of transporting the equipment to the
moon is expected to be quite high, about $55,134/kg. The cost of the
two meter segment itself is only a small fraction of this, no matter what
material is used. Therefore, the lightest material gets the highest
priority.
The casing needs to be light and strong resisting buckling under
eccentric loading. When the casing is in the regolith, it is not expected
to buckle due to the side support along the outside circumference of the
casing. Buckling for a given load would occur first when the casing is
above the ground. For this reason, a two meter segment prior to
entering the soil is considered for possible buckling. The analysis given
by Griffel is used to calculate the minimum buckling stress under
eccentric loading. The eccentric load was arbirarily chosen to occur at
the inner diameter of the casing, since the outer diameter had not been
calculated yet. This stress is compared to that of the material's
compressive yield strength. A factor of safety of five was applied. Here
obviously a strong and light casing is preferred.
Another criteria in material selection for the casing is thermal
expansion. Due to the large temperature gradients that exist on the
lunar surface, stresses and strains will develop in the casing from
expansion and contraction. Excessive thermal expansion is not
desirable, since it decreases the strength of the material. Therefore, a
material whose properties are affected little by large temperature
gradients is needed.
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Another important casing consideration is flexibility, since the
snap joining method requires a material that can not only bend without
breaking, but is strong and light. Further, when the hole has been cased
to the desired depth, the excess casing must be removed. The disposing
method requires cutting, so this material must be soft enough to be cut
easily requiring little power.
After a detailed analysis of several materials, the graphite
reinforced polyimide was chosen for the casing. All materials
considered failed the worst-case buckling load criterion except graphite
reinforced polyimide. Most metals and their alloys would have no
problems if larger thicknesses were considered, but they are relatively
dense. Most polymers would melt in the extreme temperatures
experienced on the lunar surface. High strength composites lack the
flexibility required for the joining method. However, since density is a
high priority, a high temperature polymer composite of graphite
reinforced polyimide is chosen. This material is strong enough to resist
buckling under the worst case but is flexible enough to bend for the
joining requirements. The material can be cut relatively easily allowing
a long cutting tool life. The thermal expansion of the material is small
enough to be insignificant and the material retains its properties up to
315 C. Overall, this material meets all of the requirements with a
minimal cost.
First Casing Segment
A strong, heat and wear resistant material, titanium carbide, is
chosen to accommodate for the initial impact due to the force applied to
the casing. This force is also reduced by the tip angle of 30 degrees,
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allowing easier penetration into the soil. The inward direction of the lip
allows for better soil removal. This tip is bonded with a poyimide
adhesive in a half-lap joint to reduce the compression stress by loading
the shear stress on the bond area, since adhesives perform better in
shear than in compression.
The length of this segment is 1.5 m instead of 2 m. This accounts
for the 0.25 m lead the auger needs in the regolith and the 0.25 m
above the ground clearance required by the footplate.
Casing Joint
The casings were design to snap together under a force equivalent
to the weight of a casing segment multiplied by a Friction Effect
coefficient. This force was assumed to be distributed evenly about the
circumference of the casing. The Friction Effect term in the calculations
is an arbitrary value which is large enough take into account the added
force needed to overcome the friction between the leading edge of the
tab and the other casing. The term also accounts for any additional
force that the mobile platform must exert to deflect tabs of reasonable
dimensions.
In order to make the analysis of the deflection of the tabs within
the ability of the design group, the tabs were modeled after a wide
cantilevered beam. This analysis ignors the radius of curvature of the
tabs. With a Friction Effect coefficient of 20, the number of tabs and the
tab dimensions were found through iteration, and the results can be
seen in appendix A.
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Casing Adaptor
Since simplicity is one of the main goals, the mobile platform will
be utilized to provide the necessary downward force on the casing. This
force is transmitted to the casing through the adaptor conceptualized in
Figure 2. This adaptor will be made out of the same material as the
casing, namely graphite reinforced polyimide, to minimize the effect of
thermal expansion. The adaptor has an inner diameter of 51.2mm, and
102mm for the 50mm and 100mm casings, respectively. These
diameters provide enough clearance for the tab, so that the adaptor
pushes on the bearing surfaces of the casing.
Casing Gutter
Compatibility and simplicity forces one to use a shell type casing
cutter. This design allows for easier storage and easier use. Utilizing
the drive mechanism and the displaced spring force, the titanium
carbide blades will be used to cut the 0.4 mm thick casing in 9.45
seconds and the 0.75 mm thick casing in 17.72 seconds. All this is
accomplished with the assumption that this tool can be manufactured to
operate at specified characteristics, described above. Further study and
analysis is limited due to time constraints.
Cost
Not surprisingly, the cost of these casings are astounding. Due to
the high cost of transportation to the moon, the 50mm casing will cost
about $60,000.00 per two meter segment each, while the 100mm casing
segments will cost about $220,000.00 each. Together with the casing
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cutter, the total cost will come to approximately $400,000.00 for the
50mm casing setup, and $1,300,000.00 for the 100mm casing setup.
FOOTPLATE
Powers¢rCw
A load normal to the powerscrew was calculated to be
approximately 1135 N. This was determined using a coefficient of
friction (between the rod and gripper arms) of 0.3, an approximation
based on smooth metals in contact in a vacuum, and coefficients of
friction found on earth. Using a pitch value of 5 mm, a coefficient of
friction of 1 (between powerscrew and roller nut), and an outside
diameter of 15 mm, the helix angle for this configuration is 7.25
degrees. The bearing stresses seen on the threads was determined to
be 1.45 MPa. This satisfies our requirement for clamping with a factor
of safety of 517. These calculations can be found in Appendix A.
Gripper Arms
To choose a material for the gripper arms, a static force balance
was used. A deflection of 1 mm was assumed and from previously
defined arm geometry and load characteristics, a minimum modulus of
elasticity was deduced. A satisfactory material for the arms is 44M2
high carbon high chromium steel, which a modulus of elasticity of 207
GPa. Computation of the load required for a deflection greater than 1
mm is 10,273 N. See Appendix A for calculations.
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Ball Beorings
Selection of bearings resulted using Timken Engineering Journal
standards. A design life of 200 rpm at 1000 hours use and 99%
reliability of the bearing results in a load rating of 1313 N. Referring to
the Timken Charts we find that a 15 mm bore anti-friction bearing can
withstand a load of 5870 N. With this load, a factor of safety of 4.5
results. See Appendix A for calculations.
Ball Bearing Screw/Not A_sembly
The rollerball bearing screw actuator will provide the force and
motion for the Lunar Drill Footplate. A screw type actuator is used
because of the ease of converting rotary power (from a motor) to the
linear action needed for the footplate. The high coefficient of sliding
friction for metal to metal contact in a vacuum eliminated the
consideration of using a sliding screw and nut assembly. The ball
bearing screw provides the rolling efficiency of the balls in place of the
inefficient sliding action of the conventional power screw threads.
Efficiency of the roller ball actuator is close to 90% whereas the
efficiency of the screw is only about 30%. The major diameter of the
shaft is 15 mm, the minor (root) diameter is 12.46 mm and the pitch of
the thread is 2 threads per centimeter. The shaft will be 200 mm long,
the nut 40 mm long and at a shaft speed of 200 rpm the clamp will go
one half-cycle (open to shut) in 1.5 seconds. The helix angle of the
thread is 7.25 degrees and with a coefficient of friction over .13, the nut
will be self locking. The power needed at the shaft to clamp the rod
string is .028 Horsepower or 20.88 watts. The screw, nut, and ball
bearings will be constructed of a high carbon, high chromium 44M2
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steel alloy commonly used in the production of bearings. The power
screw and bearing nuts will weigh a total of .874 kg on Earth. This
power screw assembly is very durable and reliable. Its life expectancy
ensures almost no chance of failure of this component as long as the
threads and balls are kept lightly lubricated.
Weight
The components cast of Aluminum-Silicon-Magnesium
components comprise 49% of the total weight of the footplate. These
components include the skeletal frame and housing of the footplate.
Another 35% of the weight is found to lie in the powerscrew, ball
bearings, and rollerball bearing screw, each of which are made up of
44M2 high carbon high chromium steel. The remaining 16% of the
weight is accounted for in the power supply of the footplate. This
includes batteries and a maximum 1/2 horsepower motor used to
power the footplate. The total terrestrial weight of the footplate is 6.41
kg. Appendix A contains a breakdown of these calculations.
Cost
See Appendix A for footplate cost summary. Based on a 6.4 kg
total earth weight for the entire footplate assembly, cost for
transportation to the moon will be approximately $350,000.
Construction cost should be approximately $3500, 1% of the transport
cost.
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CONCLUSION
The preceding report concerning footplate and casing concepts
provides a reliable means for lunar drilling operations. These designs
are very compatible with existing mobile platform technology.
The casing is not only lightweight, but exhibits unsurpassed
durability. The method suggested for casing a hole simultaneously with
auger operation is uncomplicated and requires no additional drive
mechanisms. The casing operation is further simplified by the clever
casing segment joining method. The scheme for cutting away excessive
casing works well within the given capabilities of the mobile lunar
platform as well as providing a method for evacuating casing excess
from the drill sight.
The footplate provides a simple platform of few moving parts.
The materials selected for construction allow for design limits with very
conservative safety margins. The given structure allows for rough
usage with a long life. The problem of foreign matter contaminating the
footplate mechanism is overcome via the housing and metal bellows
arrangement. An added benefit to the given design is the ease in which
maintenance can be performed on the unit.
For the above reasons, the design team responsible for this report
recommend the given footplate and casing as a practical solution to the
problem of rod string support and hole collapse.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
CASING
Due to the limited time and lack of concrete information, many
assumptions were made as previously noted. Further study and
research are needed to provide better estimates for the design criteria.
The following lists several recommendations to further improve the
design.
1) Lunar soil experiment to study its behavior and characteristics
at depths up to 150 m.
2) Further study is needed to investigate the casing cutter design
to meet specified criteria.
3) Investigations are needed in possible fabrication techniques
for the casing to provide specified material properties.
4) Further tests are needed to determine the power requirement
to cut the casing.
5) Further investigation is needed to determine if the friction
created when pulling up the auger will cause the casing to be pulled up
as well.
6) Further investigation is needed to determine if exposing the
joining tabs is more beneficial than exposing them to the casing adaptor.
This would occur if the casing were inserted.
7) Further investigation is needed to determine if the joining
tabs can be modeled as a wide cantilevered beams.
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FOOTPLATE
Following is a list of recommendations for further study into the
footplate design:
1) Resistance added to stingers of footplate feet in the form of
screw anchors to provide extra security of footplate to the lunar soil.
2) Since cost analysis indicates that footplate construction cost is
insignificant compared to the transportation costs, future studies should
investigate ways to reduce footplate weight to significantly reduce the
overall cost.
3) Internal footplate lubrication at this time seems feasible using
vacuum pump-type lubricants. However, more in depth studies need to
be conducted in this area.
4) Due to the limited background knowledge of the design team
in the area of motor design and operation, further research is required
for an adequate power screw driver.
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APPENDIX A
CALCULATIONS
1. Casing Worst Case Buckling
2. Casing Thickness Evaluation, 50mm
3. Casing Thickness Evaluation, 100mm
4. Joining Dimensions, 50mm & 100mm
5. Tab Deflection Analysis
6. Casing Thermal Stresses
7. Bonding Length, 50mm & 100mm
8. Cutting Times for 50mm & 100mm
9. Bearing Thicknesses
10. Powerscrew
11. Bearings
12. Gripper Arms
13. Torque/HP
14. Base Plate Stress
15. Weight Analysis
16. Cost Analysis
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CASING:
WORST CASE
BUCKLING LOAD
cross-section
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ME 4182 EVALUATIONOF CASINGTHICKNESS WITH ECCENTRICBUCKLINGCONDITIONS
GROUP 5 VL-EM-RP-TH-BW-EM
CONSTANTS
Pcr= 1235 N
I.D. = 0.05 m
length: 2 m
ecc = 0.025 m
T Cost: 55134,39 $/kg
ANALYSISFOR 50mm CASING
.............................................................................................. ........................................
I MATERIAL {Y ModulusI Scy {Density{ Temp. {Scy-stress{THICKNESS{ItlambdE(M/Pe){Dmean { I { N [ area l
J i (Pa) { (Pa) {(kg/m'3){Req { (must>0){ t (m) { i ' { Cm) { (m^4} I (N-mi { (m^2) {
...............................................................................................................................
9190 YES {-2.73E+07{ 0.0004000{ 1.448 1.00 0.050 { 2.01E-08COPPER II.17E+II{6.90E+07{
L i
SiC RIF { {
ALUMINUM {8.04E+IO}1.66E+08
l L
BORONRIF l {
ALUMINUM Ii,66E+IIJl.86E+08
{ [
PMR RIF { J
POLYIMIDEJl.00E+II{1.28E+08
{ I
I {
ALUMINUM {6.90E+I0{1.03E+08
2.41E+09PVC
FIBER
GLASS
GRAPHITERI
POLYIM[DE
1.03E+08
1,03E+10il.03Z+08
l
{
1.00E+I012.55E+08
i
i
4.48E+I0li.66E+08
2850
2630
1938
2110
1537
1926
1660
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
6.92E+07
0.97E+07
3.1?E+0U
6.74E+06
8.35E+07
-4.70E+07
9.73E+07
0.0004000
0.0004000
0.0004000
0.0004000
0.0004000
0.0004000
0.0004000
1.748 1.00
1.218 1.00
1.567 1.00
1.887 1.00
10.089 --
4.874 1.70
4.956 1.80
I
l
0.050 { 2.01E-08
{
{
0.050 I 2.01E-08
{
{
0.050 { 2.01E-08
{
{
0.050 { 2.01E-08
I
I
0.050 I 2.01E-08
0.050
0.050
2.01E-08
MG ALLOY
(A%318)
2.01E-08
30.88 6.33E-05
30.88 6.33E-05
30.88 6.33E-05
30.88 6.33E-05
30.88 6.33E-05
0.00 6.33E-05
52.49 6.33E-05
55.58 6.33E-05
30.88 6.33E-05
This analysisderivedfrom Griffel'sHandbookof Folmulasfol Stressand
Strain,pp. 209-211.
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ME 4i82 EVALUATIONOF CASINGTHICKNESS WIT
GROUP5 VL-EM-RP-TH-BM-EM
CONSTANTS
PC[ =
I.D. =
length=
eCC :
T Cost:
I MATERIAL i Stress I Mass {MatCostLTotalCost
i i iPa) I (kg) i ($/kg)I($/2m seg)
......................................................
COPPER 9.63E+07I 5.82 { 0.55 320909.67
SiC RIF
ALUMINUM
BORONRIF
ALUMINUM
PMR RIF
POLYIMIDE
ALUMINUM
PVC
FIBER
GLASS
GRAPHITERI
POLYIMIDE
MG ALLOY
{AZ31B)
9.63E+07
9.63E+07
9.63E÷07
9.63E_07
1,95E+07
1.50E+08
1.58E+08
9.63E+07
l
1.811
{
l
1.67 {
i
1.23 i
i
l
1.72 I
l
i
8.971
1.22
1.05
i.12
t
10,36 99538,12
i34.92 92061,95
130.00 67832.77
1.00 94632.46
0.70 53671.33
1.50 67256.00
22.05 57988.88
8.81 61816,67
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ME 4182 EVALUATIONOF CASINGTHICKNESS WITH ECCENTRICBUCKLINGCONDITIONS
GROUP5 VL-EM-RP-TH-BW-EN
CONSTANTS
Pcr: 5759,1 N
I.D. : 0.i m
length= 2 m
ecc = 0.05 m
T Cost= 55134.39 $/kg
ANALYSISFOR 100mmCASING
{ MATERIAL {Y Modulus{ Scy {Density{ Temp. {Scy-stress{THICKNESS{I*lambd{(M/Pe){Dmean { I { M ] area {
{ { {Pa) { (Pa) L(kg/m_3)lReq { (must>0)[ t {m) { { l (m) i {m_4) I (NI} i (m_2) i
................................................................................................................................
COPPER 9190 YES {-1.47E+00 0.0007500 0.008 1.00 0.100 3.UIE-07 575.91 2.37E-04
SiC RIF
ALUMINUM
BORONRIF
ALUMINUM
PMR RIF
POLYIMIDE
ALUMINUM
PVC
FIBER
GLASS
{GRAPHITERI
[ POLYIMIDE
{
{ MG ALLOY
I (AZ31B}
1.17E+II{6.90E+07
l
8.04E+10{1.66E+08
1
I
{1.66E+II{1.86E+08
L
{
1.00E+II[1.28E+08
{
{
6.90E+I0[I.03E+08
2.41E+09 1.03E+08
1.03E+I0 1.03E+08
I.OOE+I0 2.55E+08
4,48E+I0 1.66E+08
2050
2630
1938
2710
1537
1926
1660
1770
{
l
YES {-5.00E+07
k
{
{
YES {-2.95E+07
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
-8.75E+07
-I,12E+08
-3.99E+08
-I,12E+08
3.95E+07
-4.95E+07
0.0007500
0.0007500
0,0007500
0.0007500
0.0007500
0.0007500
0.0007500
0.0007500
0.975 1.00
0.680 1.00
0.875 1.00
1.053 1.00
5.630 2.500
2.720 1.00
2.765 1.00
1.307 il.000
0,i00
0,i00
0.i00
0.i00
0.I00
0.100
0.i00
0.I00
3.01E-07
3.01E-07
3.01E-07
3.01E-07
3.01E-07
3.01E-07
3.01E-07
3.01E-07
575.91
575.91
515.91
575.91
1439.78
575.91
575.91
575.91
2,37E-04
2.37E-04
2.37E-04
2.37E-04
2.37E-01
2.37E-04
2.37E-04
2.37E-04
This analysisis derivedfromGriffel'sHandbookof Formulasfor Stressand Strains,pp. 209-211.
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GROUP5 VL-EM-EP-TH-RW-EM
CONSTANTS
PCI :
I.D. =
length=
ecc --
T Cost:
{ MATERIAL {{ Stress { Mass {MatCost{ TotalCost
I 11 {Pa) l (kg) { l$/kg){($/2m seE)
......................................................
COPPER 2.15E+08 21.82 0.55 1202814.34
SiC RIF
ALUMINUM 2.15E+08 6.77 10.36 373082.79
BORONRIF
ALUMINUM 2.15E+08 6,24 134.92 345061,07
PMR RIF
POLYIMIDE 2.15E+08 4.60 130,00 254246.70
ALUMINUM 2.15E+08 6.43 1.00 354695.70
PVC { 5.02E+OB 3.65 0.70 201167.65
b
FIBER I
GLASS 2.15E+08 4,57 1,50 252084.91
{
{GRAPHITERI
{ POLYIMIDE 2.15E+08 3.94 22.05 217350.43
{
{ MG ALLOY
I (AZ31B) 2.15E+08 4.20 8.81 231697.53
......................................................
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COST ANALYSIS
Cost
Gripper Arms (2)
Base Assembly (1)
Power Screw (1)
Bearing (3)
Ball Bearing Nut (2)
Bellows (2)
Half Horsepower Motor (1)
Power Supply (1)
Control System
Cap Screws, Pins
$75
$400
$150
$70
$200
$100
$500
$500
$1000
$50
$3495
Transport Cost: $55135/kg * 6.4kg = $352,864
APPENDIX B
FIGURES
1. Casing Joint
2. Casing Adapter
3. A-50mm Casing Joining End
3. B-100mm Casing Joining End
4. Blade Assembly
5. Footplate Evaluation
6. Base Assembly
7. Bellows
8. Ball Bearing Screw/Nut Assembly
CASING SEPARATED
CASING JOINED
Fig. 1
/Fig.2
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CASING JOI N ING METHOD
ANALYSIS
The tab was modeled as a cantilever beam
casing I.D. = 50 mm
TAB CROSS SECTION
_mm
13.0 mm _-
TAB TOP VIEW
1.25mm
m
1.75 mm
I
I
I
I
I 1
Fig. 3a
CASING JOI N ING METHOD
ANALYSIS
The tab was modeled as a cantilever beam
casing I.D. = I00 mm
TAB CROSS SECTION
_" I 22.0 mm
TAB TOP VIEW
2.5 mm
28 mm
Fig. 3b
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LUNAR DEEP DRILL FOOT PLATE AND CASING DEVICES
Future lunar operation will require a mobile drilling
system for mining, geological research, and constructions.
Previous work at the Georgia Institute of Technology has
resulted in a mobile platform design on which to mount
various drilling apparatus concepts. A typical drilling
operation wil} require a casing in the hole to prevent hole
collapse due to the loose nature of the lunar regolith. The
drill will require rod extensions to reach desired depths of
greater than two meters. Therefore, a means of supporting
the rod string while disengaged from the drive unit will be
needed.
The goal of this design group is to design a casing
whi(_h will act in conjunction with the auger-bit assembly
such that the hole may be dug and cased simultaneously. The
casing must reach a depth of 50 meters and allow for hole
sizes of 50 and i00 millimeters.
Complementing the design of the casing method will be
the design of a footplate for the drilling apparatus. The
objective of the footplate will be to stabilize and support
the drilling string once each 8 meter drilling increment has
been instal/ed or removed.
Certain constraints must be accounted f_r in dealing
with the harsh environment encountered on the lunar stJrface.
Large temperature gradients, reduced gravitational effects,
cost effectiveness of materials, and earth to moon
transportation expenses are primary concerns.
LUNAR DEEP DRILL APPARATUS FOOTPLATE AND CASING DEVICES
ME 4182 GROUP 5
PROGRESS REPORT
11 JAN. 1989
MR. BRAZELL
Prel Imlnary research has been done on two subjects, lunar
geology and drilling technology. The first subJect was
undertook by Erlk Maassen, Vu Le, and Eddie Wayne MorrIson.
The second subject was investigated by Tommy Hendrlx, Bruce
Works, and Rod Phillips.
In the subject of drl I I Ing operations, cal Is were made to a
local dri I I ing company, In which information was provided and
an offer was made to visit their faci I ities and view the
actual dri I I ing procedures. A prel iminary data search was
conducted using GTEC and INSP databases In the areas of lunar
geology, lunar surfaces and drilling operations. Previous ME
4182 design reports and prototypes were utilized.
Equal work was performed by each member of the group.
WEEKLYPROGRESSREPORT
ME4182 - GROUP5
JANUARY 18, 1989
On Monday January 18, the entire group visited Precision
Drilling of Marietta and talked with Kirk Smith concerning
drilling operations as they applied to this company. Mr.
Smith was very helpful In explaining percussion dri I I
operations as they apply to granite quarrying. We were shown
dri I I ing components such as bits, coupl ings, and
centralizers, mounted upon the main drilling assembly. While
we do not feel that these particular components will directly
apply to our design problem, Mr. Smith was gracious enough to
provide us with further contacts in Tennessee concerning
caisson drilling techniques.
On Tuesday, we drafted our initial problem statement and
discussed assumptions which apply to our project. Also,
further research was done on an Individual basis concerning
the casings and footplates.
ERIC MASSEN
TOMMY HENDRIX
VU LE
BRUCE WORKS
EDDIE MORRISON
ROD PHILLIPS
WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT
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JANUARY 25, 1989
We met twice for two brainstorming sessions. We
discussed the possibility of ribbon casing. Other ideas on
casings were slotted flexible segments which _ould be
directly fitted around the rod and whole sections of casings
to act with the rod as an integral unit while attaching to the
drill string. Another consideration was using Skitter to
physically drive the casing down while augering the hole. We
discussed possible joining methods for casing such as direct
butt contact, tongue-and-groove, threading, gluing, pinning,
aqd laser welding.
Footplate technology was investigated. We referenced
the Longyear vendor catalog in the VSMF. Possible
configurations for the footplate include a screw actuator
scissor device, variations of the gravity activated slips, a
forked auger gig, a_Td an offset radial slip jaw
configuration.
Further research into soil mechanics produ_ed little
information due to the limited available data. Discussion
was held on the possibility of utilizing the data base off-
campus.
ERIC MASSEN VU LE EDDIE MORRISON
TOMMY HENDRIX BRUCE WORKS ROD PHILLIPS
PROGRESSREPORT
MR. BRAZELL
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For this week, we concentrated on the principles Llp01]
which the casing assembly could be inserted into loose
regolith. On Saturday, January 28, the group purchased
certain hardware items to simulate the hole casing operation
on a reduced scale. Items purchased from The Home Depot and
Builders Square were:
* An 11/16 in. wood auger
* A 2 foot length of 3/4 in. type M copper tubing
* A 3/4 in copper coupling
* A plastic utility bucket
* 1 50 lb. bag of playsand
* _ hacksaw blades
Modifications were made to the wood auger in removi_g
the cutting blades and reducing the outside diameter to allow
for free movement within the copper tubing. A method of
allowing the casing to sink itself simulta_:eously with
drilling action of the auger. Another creative method
investigated was pushing the casing in conjuction with the
turning of the auger. These methods proved encouraging and
further study will be pursued.
We discussed scaling our model to get a better idea of
the actual drilling operation. Procuring a hand held auger
and four inch PVC casing, we will investigate this casing
placement operation under motorized drive conditions and
deeper soil depths.
WEEEZL_Y pR.r]()f_I:E]S REF'ORT
MEA ] _,:? [}ROLIP '.i
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ou_ casing de_ignei down to Lwo prism b'l _ i ties. _r.'.th invc_,],'c,
_-:.,imLl] t,inE,oL_'-s i_.sP,-ticJ -t elf riasin O ,_T-,'_J _i_J_]e, _- l,-_g of th_ *_ hol,'.
[Jrle ir',vo[ves direr:f axiE_J i:,_.JstiJ_] b'/ S_ i ttre.r i_ltc., tl:_ :_
r_{]ol_'t:t_. The oth_-_r m_:)thh,,J Ut ilizes tt_e _-otaLlc_n,:_] w,.:,_
t,-.upp] _ed dc'_-ing dr _11 ir..] tc: twist a tt_rPaded ca_ir_q into t:he
,-e_:]oi :; th. [h_::' thr_2ar_Jing .'_c,._!_-J :-c?r_,:,i,.1 !_i_ t_piral f ;r_ts u.i?_L ::,!"
al t-so h,--d to the ou!-_ ida. :_ [}f th(-2_ caE il-ig .
A_ Neug _OOtp]4_t.;E_ (: ONi:ept J(:,l-'_ w,aS _]l_-ciS_.Prt. It ,:c_Y'_E_i_stt:,
r., ¢ t_,:O _J t_lngd a',-rns [ha L rr_ay l>i vot para 1 ] el rE, t__e cgr __.,[Jr'_rJ :,,_i t h
minimc_l ,:tr-_g_lar dis I .....lacemr_nt: D_ i,.'Ir_r]: action.... I: ouJd i_,:_
pr-ovtded by a ,.-ollar ir,!._r_r_,_i 1,t geared tot n,esh with !.,_e It_.,':_t
pil_,_. [he _.sam_> col laT ,-,:_ui,-! be cl_-i'...'_:_n by a pqv_(,r l]ir_lor_
_.vh_,:,h _ itter a::tu,.--_tes.
A fiY_a _ rel:or_ ._- the ,':'_p_ lo Lurlar Dri i I ir_O Sy.:_tr=,m wat_
l_our]d ant! p,-ov!ded a b_tter rnod._!l for !.fie soi 1 than ,_l_at _,u-
have conceived. Many olher ,_venues of thouoht we." e opeqed to
ut; b7 t_IE, article p_bli_=_he(1 b'y' Mart_n Mar-ietta.
F_I(I MASSEId VLI ', C EDDIE MORFaISON
-FOMI_IY t_ENDP] X .F.tRU_] E WORt::_, Ri)l} PH_:LI IPg.:
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]_be g_ _)up _as d!vldeo :in L_o wo, k q_ o_ps. iwo memb___ s
3!_e cOr_c_r_cT atin() ,.)_ t_ e c:as_ r_9 d_'%lO_, _hi_e t[_e _ emaiP, deF
of the _ ,q.._o _-= pur'suln_, tile f_;otpiate de,_iQ_ problem.
Some f< ictio -_a/ _orce,_, oil L_le ca_]ng _e,e ebtimated. A
t!_e acc__l_ acv of these est _matlo_,_. The:. e;:te, ,_al frictior; ol5
c_te c:ae._,g wa_;_ a _ easo_]at_le .assumpt,_m. Hov_e._e_. t,_e
psi im4it_o_ fc,, th:= inte, r_al fric Lio_ _as off by se_erai
c;_ d_ _ of maci_Tlt..ide. _5i t;r_ hate methude, to_ c.3._i,uj t. rle hole
we!-@ c] ] _(-.:J_.!:,(_d .
O_,e soiut _OT_ to the vd._i_g (-_,,.tti,]g proO!em IS instal] 1,7o
an eiectrica]i,_ activated blade installed _._iLh]_7 a otat!_g
t_yi _.r_de_- _h',.ci_ _l i i _l t over a casir]g segme_t to be dr ivy_f7 t;v
S<i [-[-ER s ci_ ;.,_.e system.
t.ubt-icat i_Tg p_oS-3ibi i t re% ,_er_ :_ iI_v'_%ti_Tat_d _L t.l _-eg_l J
to the :.lTt_-nal footplate (]ear i_q. Ti_ese i:;osslbi I i ties,
lot i_,;rJ_?(3_ib] id iub_ i_:ar_t:_ and mlasti_: type b(_.a_ Iv_(]s which
equi_ e r_o aC!OltiOTa! ]ub, icatio_7. F_;r the- di_cus,sioo _,er-e
held }7 t_e ar-aa o + ))i _[: o_ OtL_Ct:lO7 [;y _ FOCl-ur_(It('d
bE, i ] OV4S a_ a_c!e{rE'.qt:.
I Ommy He!TdF [:.,
Ectdie Mo! r isor7
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The week was spent performing calculations with regard
to the casing and the physical effects such as buckling
analysis and skin friction. These methods of computation
were performed on a spreadsheet setup from a software package
QUATTRO. Investigation was continued and is being narrowed
down in the determination of a material to manufacture the
casing from through the use of the spreadsheet.
The footplate design has reached final stages such
that a format is being developed to perform computations for
shear and normal stresses, torsional constaints, gearing
specifications, and power requirements. Lubrication for the
footplate is still being pursued. The rod gripping mechanism
of the footplate will consist of a set of opposing vise-type
jaws driven by a common worm gear with opposite threading on
opposing ends. Contemplation of a pin set in these jaws to
aid in the slippage of the rod string has materialized on
paper. Running through a few simple calculations, the
torsional force required to shear these pins from the jaws is
larger than will be delivered by Skitter.
In the Tuesday meeting, acknowledgement of the final
report was mentioned. A brief organization of the report was
outlined mentally.
Tommy Hendrix
Eric Maassen
Bruce Works
Vu Le
Rod Phillips
Eddie Morrison
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